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Dear Contributor: 

Enclosed are copies of the master proofs and edited 
typescript of your entry for the PLB. Some cuts and changes 
may have been necessary. Please do not be distressed by any 
errors. There are three more stages the entry goes through 
here, and everything will be fixed in the process. Please 
check the proofs and attend to the typescript queries, 
putting corrections or additions in red ink on the proofs, 
and return the proofs as soon as possible but no later than 
ten days from the date written on them at the top. We are 
on a very tight schedule. 

In the case of quoting whole poems or major portions, 
we will need permission in writing from the owner/author. 
For foreign language quotes, use the original fo llowed by 
the English translation in parentheses. 

Thank you for your time and attention; we appreciate 
your efforts. Feel free to call if you have questions. 
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Sincerely, 

Cjr~ 
Jack Turner, Ph.D . 
Editor, DL]. 



Dear DLB Contributor: 

You may have noticed what appear to be typesetting irregularities in the galley proofs you have re
ceived, most notably that the letter "f" is uncrossed and that diacritical marks are incorrectly positioned. 
There is no need to mark these as corrections. They are not typographical errors; rather they result 
from the fact that the laser printer through which the galleys are generated is not of sufficiently high reso
lution to set these characters properly. 

Please be assured that in their final form these characters will appear as they should. 
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Okot p'Bitek 

European echoes could be heard in the background. 
His Song ef Lawino was the first long poem in English 
to achieve a totally African identity. 

This was no accident, considering Okot's edu
cation, cultural interests, and literary inclinations . 
He was born in 1931 in Gulu, Uganda, to a school
teacher and his wife. After attending schools in 
Uganda, earning a Certificate of Education at Bris
tol University in England, and studying law at the 
University of Wales in Aberystwyth, Okot went on 
to Oxford, where he studied for his B. Litt. at the 
Institute of Social Anthropology. It was here that he 
wrote a thesis on Acoli and Lango traditional songs, 
a formal academic study that must have forced him 
to take a closer look at the structure, content, and 
style of songs he had heard and sung as a young 
man growing up in Uganda. This project, com-
pleted three years before the publication of Song/ ef ~ 
Lawino, may have suggested to him a new way of 
singing in English. 

Okot appears to have developed an interest in 
music, song, literature, and traditional culture while 
very young and to have sustained this interest 
throughout his life. As a schoolboy at King's Col
lege in Budo, Uganda, he composed and produced 
an opera, and in 1953, when only twenty-two years 
old, he published his first literary work, Lak Tar 
Miyo Kinyero Wi Lobo (Are Your Teeth White? Then 
Laugh), a novel in Acoli that was translated as White 
Teeth in 1989. After completing his undergraduate 
education in Britain, he returned to Uganda and 
joined the staff of the Extra- Mural Department at 
Makerere University College in Kampala; his job 
enabled him to carry out further research on the 
oral literature of the peoples of northern Uganda 
and to found and organize an annual Gulu Festival 
of the Arts. In 1966 he was appointed director of the 
Uganda National Theatre and Cultural Centre in 
Kampala, where he did much to promote local cul- l 
turf activities. At the end of 1967 he joined the 0vl. 
Western Kenya section of Nairobi University 
College's Extra- Mural Department and im
mediately became the moving force behind the firs t 
Kisumu Arts Festival, held in December 1968. 
Then, in the academic year 1969- 1970, he accepted 
a one-year appointment as fellow in the Interna-
tional Writing Program at the University of Iowa, a 
position that enabled him to write full-time. A year 
later he became associated with the University of 
Nairobi as a research fellow at the Institute of Afri-
can Studies and a part-time lecturer in sociology 
and literature. He remained at the University of 
Nairobi until 1978, a year during which he held 
visiting appointments at both the University of 
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the University of Ife in Nigeria. In 1979, after Idi 
Amin Dada was overthrown, Okot returned once 
more to Makerere University. In February 1982 he 
was appointed the first professor of creative writing 
in the Department of Literature, and he died at his 
home in Kampala only five months later, at the age 
of fifty-one. 

Throughout his busy academic and profes
sional career, Okot p'Bitek never stopped writing. 
His enormously successful Songftf Lawino was soon 
followed by three other long poems of the same 
genre: Song qf Ocol (1970), "Song of Prisoner," and 
"Song of Malaya'if~e latter two being published 
together as Two §o:igs in 1971. His interest in oral 
forms of literature was reflected in his publication of 
The Horn qf My Love (1974), a collection of Acoli 
songs; Hare and Hornhill (1978), a collection of folk
tales; and Acholi Proverbs (1985). (Acholi is a variant 
spelling of Acoli.) 

Another book, Africa's Cultural Revolution 
(1973), a collection of some of the essays he wrote 
for East African periodicals, magazines, and news
papers between 1964 and 1971, includes several of 
Okot's most candid statements on African culture, 
so it serves as an excellent introduction to some of 
the ideas in his poetry. In the preface to Africa's 
Cultural Revolution Okot says that his essays are part 
of the revolutionary struggle in Africa that is "dedi
cated to the total demolition of foreign cultural 
domination and the restoration and promotion of 
Africa's proud culture to its rightful place." In order 
to achieve these worthwhile nationalistic goals, 

Africa must examine herself critically. She must dis
cover her true self, and rid herself of all "apemanship." 
For only then can she begin to develop a culture of her 
own. Africa must redefine all cultural terms according to 
her own interests. As she has broken the political bond
age of colonialism, she must continue the economic and 
cultural revolution until she refuses to be led by the nose 
by foreigners. We must also rtject the erroneous at

tempts of foreign students to interpret and present her. 
We must interpret and present Africa in our own way, 
in our own interests. 

Okot's aim as a writer is to assist inrvital task of 
cultural redefinition. .J'\ 

His essays range widely over such varied top
ics as literature, philosophy, religion, politics, his
tory, education, sex, and pop music. But underlying 
them all is an insistence on the validity and dignity 
of i~i$enous African culture. Okot wants Afri
canstjespecially educated African~ accept 
their Africanness and stop mimicking non- African 
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customs, traditions, fashions, and styles, which are 
entirely inappropriate and even a bit ridiculous in 
an African setting. Only by affirming the integrity 
of their own cultural identity will Africans find 
happiness and genuine fulfillment. As Ngugi wa 
Thiong'o puts it in his introduction to this 1973 
book, Okot "is simply and rightly saying that we 
cannot ape and hope to create." Okot desires to 
release the creative potential of Africa by making 
Africans conscious and proud of their own rich 
cultural heritage. 

In his essays on literature Okot begins the 
process of cultural redefinition by questioning the 
Western conception of literature itself. He points 
out that "in Western scholarship, literature means 
the writings of a particular time of country, espe-~ --....--
cially those valued for excellence of forms or ex-
pression. This definition, with its emphasis on 'writ
ing,' implies that literature is the exclusive preserve 
of human societies which have invented the art of 
writing." In place of this "narrow and discrimina
tory definition" Okot advocates adopting a more 
"dynamic and democratic"notion of literature as an 
art embracing "all the creative works of man ex
pressed in words," which would take in oral as well 
as written performances, because "words can be 
spoken, sung or written. The voice of the singer or 
the speaker and the pen and paper are mere mid
wives of a pregnant mind. A song is a song whether 
it is sung, spoken or written down." By redefining 
literature in this way, Okot is able to demonstrate 
that ,Africa possesses one of the richest literary cul
turiin the world. 

He also emphasizes that literature in Africa is 
a living social art. It is not a collection of old classics 
that one reads alone or studies diligently at school 
in order to pass examinations and win certificates. It 
is an intensely expressive activity aimed at publicly 
communicating deeply felt emotions. Sometimes it 
may be designed to amuse, sometimes to instruct, 
but the best literature never fails to make a pro
found impact on the whole community. It is a to
tally democratic art, which attempts to reach every
one within earshot. There must always be direct 
communication between the artist and his audience 
and full participation by all present, which means 
that the African literary artist cannot afford to in
dulge in deliberate obscurity. He produces his art 
not for art's sake but for society's sake. 

Song ef Lawino was created in this spirit. It is a 
thoroughly indigenous poem in form, content, style, 
message, and aesth~philosophy. Okot took the 
songs he knew bes~coli and Lango traditional 
songs of praise and abuse, joy and sorrow, and 
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sympathy and satir~nd made use of their poetic 
resources in composing an original anthem in honor 
of Africa. The result is something both old and new 
because, while Okot exploited many of the conven
tions of oral art, he also invented a novel literary 
genre never before seen in African writing. He did 
this first in his own mother tongue and then in 
English, claiming to have "clipped a bit of the 
eagle's wings and rendered the sharp edges of the 
warrior's sword rusty and blunt, and also murdered 
rhythm and rhyme" in the process of translation. 
Like a traditional poet he was trying to reach the 
widest possible audience because he felt he had an 
important idea to impart. And like a literary artist 
he was still experimenting with his verbal medium 
in an effort to find a uniquely appropriate idiom to 
carry his message. Song ef Lawino is thus a hybrid 
achievement, a successful sustained blending of oral 
and literary art in a long poem remarkably innova
tive in conception and design, yet immanently Afri
can in orientation. 

Much of the Africanness of the poem shows in 
its imagery, ideology, and rhetorical structure. It is 
an oral song sung by an illiterate Ugandan house
wife, who complains bitterly about the insults and 
ill( t~eatment she receives from her university
tr~ed husband. Being an unschooled village girl, 
Lawino speaks in the earthy idiom of the rural 
peasantry and sees everything from the perspective 
of a country cousin. She cannot understand why her 
husband, Ocol, follows Western ways and why he 
rejects her because she is clinging to the traditions 
of her people. She knows nothing about ballroom 
dancing, cooking on a modern stove, and reading 
clocks, books, or thermometers, and she sees no 
reason why she should learn such strange skills 
when she can get along perfectly well without them. 
She has been exposed to a few Christian beliefs and 
teachings, but these she found either incomprehen
sible or profoundly perplexing. Why must Ocol 
abuse and punish her for being African? These are 
the questions Lawino asks repeatedly as she re
counts her husband's brutality and cruel words. 
Recalling the time Ocol branded her and her kins
folk as ignorant, superstitious fools, she laments: 

My husband's tongue 
Is bitter like the roots of the fyonno lily, 
It is hot like the penis of the bee, 
Like the sting of the holang) 
Ocol's tongue is fierce like the arrow of the scorpion, 
Deadly like the spear of the buffalo-hornet. 
It is ferocious 
Like the poison of a barren woman 
And corrosive like the juice of the gourd. 
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Everything Lawino says is rooted in the reality she 
has mastered, the world she knows. She speaks in a 
language that reveals an intimate knowledge and 
experience of rural African life. Obviously such a 
perceptive observer is neither ignorant nor foolishly 
superstitious. Lawino' s imagery alone refutes 
Ocol's accusation. 

Okot's strategy throughout the poem is to 
contrast the natural grace and dignity of traditional 
African ways with the grotesque artificiality of the 
modern habits and practices that educated Africans 
have copied from Europe. The primary target is 
Ocol's "apemanship," but Okot gradually widens 
the focus of Lawino's complaints to embrace larger 
social, political, and religious issues arising from 
rabid, unthinking Westernization. In his 1977 inter
view with Bernth Lindfors, Okot described $' ef 
Lawino as "a big laugh by this village girl called 
Lawino, laughing at modern man and modern 
woman in Uganda. She thinks that the educated 
folk are spoiled, in the sense that they don't belong, 
they don't enjoy fully the culture of the people of 
Uganda, and she thinks that if only these educated 
people could stop a little bit and look back into the 
village they would find a much richer life alto
gether." Lawino provides a window on both African 
worlds because she is the product of one and a 
prisoner in the other. Like Alice in Wonderland, 
like Gulliver, like Medza in Mongo Beti's MisJion to 
Kala, she discovers herself in a strange new universe 
and reacts strongly to anything that deviates from 
her own cultural expectations and prejudices. But a 
major difference in her case is that most of her 
audiencoeDWestern as well as Africa~oes not 
share her cultural perspective but ratfiir: that of 
Ocol, the modern man at whom she is laughing. She 
forces such readers to see themselves from an en
tirely different point of view and to join in the 
laughter. By viewing modern manners through her 
own distorted ethp.ocentric lens, Lawino serves as a 
catalyst for satire. 

But she also becomes a victim of satire, be
cause occasionally there are significant discrepan
cies between her words and deeds. For instance, 
after beginning a devastating verbal assault on the 
physical appearance of Ocol's modern girlfriend 
Clementine (Tina), she pauses briefly to assure her 
audience that her motives are pure: 

Do not think I am insulting 
The woman with whom I share my husband! 
Do not think my tongue 
Is being sharpened by jealousy. 
It is the sight of Tina 
That provokes sympathy from my heart. 
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Ida not deny 
I am a little jealous. 
It is no good lying, 
We all suffer from a little jealousy. 
It catches you unawares 
Like the ghosts that bring fevers; 
It surprises people 
Like earth tremors: 
But when you see the beautiful woman 
With whom I share my husband 
You feel a little pity for her! 

She then resumes her attack with gusto, ridiculing 
Tina's dried-up breasts and padded brassiere, insin
uating that Tina has aborted or killed many chil
dren in her long lifetime, and scoffing at her slim, 
"meatless" figure. Obviously Lawino is more than a 
little jealous of the woman she claims to pity. 

Okot carefully counterpoints Lawino's lapses 
into pure invective with her gentle, nostalgic reflec
tions on traditio,nal African life. These frequent 
changes in moodµ_empo reveal the softer side of her 
personality while reinforcing her emphasis on dif
ferences between the old and the new. Lawino's 
sympathies always lie with tradition, and, through 
graphic images and telling details, she is able to 
communicate her enthusiasm for the customs and 
practices of her people. She describes a civilization 
that is wholesome, coherent, deeply satisfying to 
those born into it, and therefore naturally resistant 
to fundamental change. Her angry tirade against 
Tina is followed by a rosy account of how rivals for 
a man's love behave in Acoli society, and then by a 
level-headed appeal to Ocol, politely asking him to 
come to his senses and stop rejecting his own heri
tage: 

Listen Ocol, my old friend, 
The ways of your ancestors 
Are good, 
Their customs are solid 
And not hollow 
They are not thin, not easily breakable 
They cannot be blown away 
By the winds 
Because their roots reach deep into the soil. 

This statement summarizes the theme of Lawino's 
entire song. 

But because she tends to sing it too stridently, 
because she refuses to make the slightest effort to 
adjust to modern ways, because she remains so 
intractably old-fashioned, Lawino eventually shows 
herself to be a tribal chauvinist who is as limited in 
vision as her husband. Sometimes she is conscious 
of her inflexibility, as when she admits she cannot 
"cook like a white woman" or "dance the white 
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men's dances" because she has never cared to learn 
such revolting skills. On other occasions she ap
pears to be totally unaware of the strength of her 
own cultural prejudices, and this naivete sets her 
criticism of others in an ironic light. For example, 
she showers insults on Tina's lipstick, powder, per
fume, wig, and artificially dyed and straightened 
hair, yet in the very next breath goes on to extol 
Acoli customs of tattooing, body painting, body 
scenting, and hair dressing. Her aim may be to 
condemn Tina's "apewomanship" and to ridicule 
Ocol's perverse preference for Western odors and 
adornments, but she does not seem to realize that 
she is simultaneously betraying the absurdity of her 
own dogmatic "Acolitude." Her unconscious under
cutting of her own argument is a classic example of 
reflexive satire: the use of satire to satirize the sati
rist. 

This is not to say that her attacks on the follies 
of Westernized Africans are invalid or unjustified. 
Lawino has a keen eye for human stupidity, and her 
common sense does not allow her to be easily taken 
in by pretense and affectation. She views Ocol and 
Tina not as her superiors but as ordinary human 
beings who are struggling desperately to prove 
themselves superior by adopting Western ways . 
Since Lawino does not understand such ways, she 
raises fundamental questions about their logic and 
propriety, whi~ Westerners and Westernized Afri
cans never botli.to ask. For instance, she wants to 
know why I\ 

At the height of the hot season 
The progressive and civilised ones 
Put on blanket suits 
And woolen socks from Europe, 
Long under-pants 
And Woolen vests, 
White shirts; 
They wear dark glasses 
And neck-ties from Europe. 

She also cannot imagine what pleasure these people 
take in smoking, drinking, kissing, and other un
clean, unnatural acts. Lawino regards such habits as 
foolish and unhealthy. Those who indulge in them 
ought to be avoided, not admired or emulated. 

Even more difficult for Lawino to fathom are 
Western habits of mind. Why should Ocol reckon 
time by consulting a clock when there are much 
more natural signs by which to measure the passing 
of a day? Why should he want to give his children 
Christian names when Acoli names are more mean
ingful? Why should he place so much faith in West
ern medicine and prayer, and scorn the remedies 
offered by herbalists and diviners? Why should 
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politicians who are working toward the same goals 
oppose one another? By asking these questions 
Lawino focuses attention on some of the arbitrary 
and seemingly irrational aspects of Western behav
ior, which would very likely baffle any non-West
erner encountering them for the first time. She 
forces readers to recognize the illogical of Western 
ways. Her incomprehension is both a warning and a 
protest against cultural arrogance. 

What makes Lawino a more sensible person 
than Ocol is her acceptance of the validity of other 
cultures, despite her personal aversion to them. She 
does not insist, as Ocol does, that everyone conform 
to her own cultural pattern. She realizes that West
erners will behave as Westerners, and though she 
would clearly prefer Africans to behave as Africans, 
she is content to let Ocol eat Wes tern foods and 
adopt Western eccentricities so long as he 
reciprocates with equal tolerance for her traditional 
preferences. She would like to see her husband 
return to the Acoli life-style he had once enjoyed, 
but if that is impossible (as it appears to be) , then he 
should at least respect her right to remain loyal to 
the ways of her ancestors. At one point she sums it 
all up by saying, 

I do not understand 
The ways of foreigners 
But I do not despise their customs. 
Why should you despise yours? ... 
The pumpkin in the old homestead 
Must not be uprooted! 

Lawino's "lament" is a plea for tolerance, under
standing, and respect for African culture. 

The success of Song ef Lawino rests primarily 
on Okot's creation of a convincing persona to artic
ulate his ideas. Lawino's vibrant personality ani
mates the entire poem, giving it the energy and 
earthiness appropriate to an iconoclastic assault on 
postcolonial "high" culture. Only a woman of her 
peasant origins could reject Westernization so to
tally. Only a scorned wife of her particular matri
monial temper could denounce her husband so pas
sionately yet yearn to win back his love. There may 
be inconsistencies in her conduct and huge self-con
tradictions in her argument, but these simply make 
her a more believable human being. She wins one 
over by the honest eloquence of her emotion, the 
primitive force of her tongue. 

Yet one must never forget that she is a persona 
and that Okot may not share all her views. Song ef 
Lawino is a long dramatic monologue deliberately 
placed in the mouth of an invented character, and 
to understand its full meaning, one must carefully 
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appraise the singer as well as the song. Lawino 
presents a persuasive case for African tradition be
cause she is able to perceive salient absurdities of 
modern African life through eyes unclouded by 
formal education or acculturation to Western ways. 
But though she sees clearly, her vision is limited to 
a single, circumscribed point of view, by her own 
narrow cultural prejudices, and she has real diffi
culty seeing beyond her Acoli nose. This fact makes 
a good deal of her testimony suspect, for it is im
possible to trust impassioned polemics brimming 
with so much overstatement and exaggeration. 
Lawino's argument, though tempered with uncon
scious irony, is too one-sided. 

This situ!!ion may have be~ot decided to 
write Song if Ocol as a reply to Lawmo. By giving 
Ocol a chance to state his own case, Okot could 
examine the same social, political, and cultural is
sues fromldifferent point of view. And in the pro
cess of ostensibly redressing the balance of a biased 
conjugal debate, he could make clever use of satire 
to reassert basically the same position he had advo
cated in Song ef Lawino. 

In singing his song, Ocol reveals himself as 
exactly the type of person Lawino had describe~ 

}n angry, insensitive, impatient opportunist intent 
on destroying African traditions and institutions in 
the name of progress. He hates everything black 
because he associates blackness with backwardness 
and primitivism: 

What is Africa 
Tome? 
Blackness, 
Deep, deep fathomless 
Darkness; 
Africa, 
Idle giant 
Basking in the sun, 
Sleeping, snoring, 
Twitching in dreams; 
Diseased with a chronic illness, 
Choking with black ignorance, 
Chained to the rock 
Of poverty! .. . 
Mother, mother, 
Why, 
Why was I born 
Black? 

In order to overcome his feelings of self-hatred and 
inferiority, Ocol is ready to uproot Lawino's pump
kins, burn mud huts, imprison witches and village 
poets, hang professors of African studies, and oblit
erate indigenous cultural treasures. His aim is to 

Smash all these mirrors 
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That I may not see 
The blackness of the past 
From which I came 
Reflected in them. 

Much of Ocol's song is an inventory of what 
he intends to destroy. He speaks as a member of the 
ruling class that came to power after independence 
with the ambition of transforming a former colony 
into a modern nation state. In order to bring "civili· 
zation" to their part of the world, these Westernized 
African leaders are planning to demolish the "Old 
Homestead" and build a a.New Citi: complete with 
statues of European -~missionaries, and 
kings. Their notion of national progress is further 
imitation of Europe. 

Nothing Ocol says wins the sympathy of read
ers. He seems so intent on ravaging the countryside 
and throwing harmless people into prison in order 
to achieve a worthless goal that it is impossible to 
view him in a friendly light. He is obviously a 
blackguard obsessed with a desire to prove himself 
white. He displays no love or tenderness toward his 
fellow man and possesses no traits worthy of admi· 
ration. Indeed, one wonders why Lawino wants him 
back. 

As Ocol speaks, his own words condemn him, 
making him the butt of ridicule. For example, after 
outlining a strategy for wiping out African culture 
and traditions and replacing them with Wes tern 
ways, he asks an African ambassador at the United 
Nations to 

Tell the world 
In English or in French, 
Talk.about 
The African foundation 
On which we are 
Building the new nations 
Of Africa. 

Ocol also claims to hate poverty but does nothing to 
help the poor, even though he has grown wealthy as 
a politician. His major concern as a public servant is 
not with the public welfare but with keeping thieves 
and trespassers off his vast country estate. He is a 
rich landed aristocrat in a poor underdeveloped 
country, a contrast that points up the disparity be· 
tween his nationalistic ideals and parasitic practices. 
Virtually every line he speaks betrays him as an 
arch hypocrite. 

By the time readers finish Song qf Ocol, they are 
aware that Lawino was right: Ocol's "apemanship" 
has turned him into a monster. If he had managed 
to retain a healthy respect for African traditions, he 
might have been a better person and a far more 
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constructive influence on his society. His fanatical 
Westernization and rejection of himself have pre
vented him from developing into a creative human 
being. He has lost not just his ethnic identity but his 
humanity. 

Thus Song of Lawino and Song of Ocol, though 
structured as a debate, actually present two sides of 
the same coin; they may face in opposite directions, 
but they have precisely the same ring. Ocol's argu
ment is undercut so completely by irony that it 
reinforces Lawino's position. And Okot, by ostensi
bly removing himself from the quarrel between his 
personae, is able to establish an independent stance 
some distance from the ground Lawino defends. He 
advocates neither an atavistic return to Acoli cus
toms and traditions nor a total abandonment of 
Western ways. His aim appears to be to help edu
cated Africans to appreciate their rich cultural heri
tage so they can create a new culture equally mean
ingful and relevant to Africa. 

Okot's next song is much more ambiguous. 
Instead of carrying the cultural debate further, he 
turned to an explosive new political subject and 
treated it in a deliberately equivocal fashion. He 
used the same basic poetic for~n emotionally 
charged dramatic monologueut invested it with 
such complex irony that its moral center was diffi
cult to discern. The poem has aroused considerable 
controversy in East Africa and is likely to go on 
provoking lively discussion for some time to come. 
Brief and puzzling, it has all the fascination of a 
conundrum. 

"Song of Prisoner" begins as the anguished 
soliloquy of a man who appears to have been bru
tally beaten and thrown into prison for the most 
trivial of offenses: vagrancy and loitering in the city 
park. As he sits there counting his wounds and 
cursing his captors, he seems a victim of injustice 
and oppression. He broods on thoughts of his starv
ing children, complains of his own hunger and 
thirst, and frequently lashes out at those he im
agines to be responsible for his misfortunes. He 
even goes so far as to blame his dead father for not 
having married a woman from the right clan, 
thereby foisting bad genes on all his descendants; 
then accuses his mother of the same catastrophic 
matrimonial misjudgment. He also imagines his 
wife to be sleeping with a "Big chief' who drives a 
Mercedes Benz, and this vision gives him a macabre 
urge to "drink human blood" and "eat human 
liver." Imprisonment obviously is driving him in
sane. 

Not until the middle of the poem do readers 
learn the real reason he has been locked up: he is a 
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hired assassin who has killed the head of state. 
Though he claims to have done so out of love for 
his country, his charge that the leader was "a trai
tor, a dictator, a murdere/, a racist, a tribalist, a 
clannist, a brotherist .. . a reactionary, a revisionist, a 
fat black capitalist, an extortioner, an exploiter" 
sounds suspiciously like programmatic revolution
ary rhetoric. Perhaps the prisoner is the heroic liber
ator he claims to be; perhaps he is the dupe of 
sinister forces in his society. In evaluating his con
duct, readers have only his own half-demented 
words to go by. 

He shouts that he has been a minister in the 
government, in fact had been the one responsible 
for "Law and Order/ .. Peace and Goodwill in the 
Land." He asks for his gold pen so he can write his 
children and parents and send them fat checks. At 
this point he appears to have changed character 
completely, picking up a new set of parents along 
the way and leapfrogging from the depths of prole
tarian squalor to the heights of bourgeois luxury. 
Indeed he has been transmuted into another Ocol. 
Could this be the same prisoner seen and heard 
earlier? If so, has he gone irretrievably mad? What 
accounts for his sudden, magical transformation? 

Okot does not stop to answer these questions 
before moving into the final section of the poem, 
which contains a morbid appeal for oblivion as a 
distraction from despair. The prisoner says he 
wants to be free so he can sing, drink, dance, and 
fornicate until he forgets the anguish of his insignif
icance. He knows that he has no future and that his 
children will never go to school or have a chance to 
escape wretched poverty. His only hope for release 
from these depressing thoughts lies in total de
bauchery: 

I want to drink 
And get drunk, 
I do not want to know 
That I am powerless 
and helpless, 
I do not want to remember anything. 
I want to forget 
That I am a lightless star, 
A proud Eagle 
Shot down 
By the arrow 
OfUhuru! 

The poem's internal contradictions generate a 
confused response. Should one feel sympathy for 
this prisoner, or disgust? Is he worthy of pity, ap
probation, or condemnation? Was his crime noble 
or base? Okot leads readers first toward one conclu· 
sion, then toward another, until readers are trapped 
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in the labyrinth of the prisoner's complex personal
ity. By encouraging them to make judgments that 
they later feel compelled to reverse, Okot makes 
readers realize how difficult it is to distinguish be
tween good and bad in contemporary Africa. Read
ers may applaud the guerrilla "freedom fighters" 
who boldly take the law into their own hands, yet 
readers are likely appalled by the hard-fisted tactics 
of military regimes founded with the same disre
gard// for individual liberties. The political assas
sin is seen as a national hero by some and as a 
self-seeking rogue by others . Many who feel op
pressed may themselves be ruthless oppressors. 
Okot seems to be saying that in the confusion of 
post-Uhuru Africa, justice, honor, loyalty, and mo
ralit611 the social and political virtue~ 
soeial aad pelitieal ¥irt.Y~may bj subject to rein
terpretation according to the exigencies of the mo
ment and the bias of the interpreter. There are no 
longer any fixed truths, only competing ideologies. 
This conclusion may be cynical and perhaps even a 
gross misreading of Okot's intention, but when con
fronted with such rich ambiguity in a literary work, 
it is easy for a reader to go astray. The fact that the 
poem has already stirred so much controversy sug
gests that it invites many different interpretations. 

Although most critics have assumed that 
"Song of Prisoner" is the song of a single prisoner, 

. there is some evidence suggesting that it may have 
been conceived as a medley of various voices. Okot 
is reported to have said that the "Soft Grass" epi
sode involving the minister and the gold pen is an 
interpolation by "a man in the next cell, whom the 
Prisoner overhears." If so, what is to prevent one 
from identifying other lyrics that seem out of char
acter as songs sung by other prisoners? Perhaps 

-~ "Song of Prisoner" actually represents the 
communal wailings of an entire cell block. This 
view would make the poem less complex psycholog
ically but certainly no less damning as an indict
ment of contemporary African experience. Despite 
flashes of gallows humor, it remains a very gloomy 
song. 

"Song of Malaya," paired with "Song of Pris
oner" in Two Songs, provides boisterous comic relief. 
The prostitute who sings it is goodknatured, proud 
of her profession, and tolerant of all humankind. 
She invites men of every description to enter and 
make use of her facilities. No one is barred or 
refused service. She is the great social equalizer, 
humanity's most effective democratizer because she 
mixes with high and low societies indiscriminately. 
All who come to her are reduced to the same level. 
Thus she is in a good position to expose cant and 
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hypocrisy. Her song is a series of rebukes to her 
critic{Jo the chief who accuses her of giving him 
venereal disease, to the wife who is unhappy about 
sharing her husband with a whore, to the priest who 
preaches that monogamy is morality, to the school
master who calls the prostitute's children bastards, 
to the brother who despises her yet buys the ser
vices of other prostitutes, and to the policeman who 
arrests her even though he was her customer the 
night before. Malaya answers their charges with 
common sense and good humor, pointing out their 
failings and moral weaknesses in the process. Each 
of her replies ends with words of encouragement to 
her fellow professionals and lay workers: "Sister 
Maiayas I Wherever you are, / Wealth and health / 
To us all." 

As in Song of Lawino Okot's strategy is to juxta
pose two different world views, one a commonly 
accepted perspective and the other a somewhat un
orthodox outlook, and to slant the argument in such 
a fashion as to demonstrate the moral superiority of 
the latter. In "Song of Malaya" prostitution seems a 
wholesome profession when compared with mar
riage, priesthood, teaching, law enforcement, and 
other occupations that are no better ethically and 
spiritually than the imperfect human beings who 
practice them. The pros~e is at least self-reliant, 
open, and unpretentiou~uch healthier psycho
logically than those who condemn her. She em
braces all who come to her, never attempting to 
deny pleasure to those who are willing to pay the 
price. Her message, like Lawino's, is one of toler
ance for human diversity. She accepts whatever 
seems natural and genuine, rejecting only the pat
ently artificial and perverted. Malaya is clearly 
more moral than her society. 

In Artist, the Ruler (1986), a collection of Okot's 
essays and unfinished works, one finds some of the 
same arguments about culture, art, and values that 
he had espoused earlier. He persisted in raising big 
questions and seeking to answer them in a way that 
affirmed the validity of indigenous social and cul
tural institutions. He also put forward the view that 
the artist had a key role to play in guiding society, 
toward humane goals. In the title essay he assertsA 
"If there are two types of rulers in every society, 
that is, those who use physical force to subdue men, 
and those that employ beautiful things, sweet songs 
and funny stories, rhythm, shape and colour, to 
keep individuals and society sane and flourishing, 
then in my view, it is the artist who is the greater 
ruler." The artist is not just an entertainer but a 
gentle leader and legislator of social norms. And 
who qualifies for this special role in society? In 
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Okot's view, "every human being is an artist." 
Some may be greater than others, but all respond to 
beauty, all participate in creating art and investing it 
with social relevance. 

This stance was not just empty tl::ieorizing on 
Okot's part, for he lived his life according to this 
credo. As an artist, as an educator, and as an agita
tor, his role was basically the same. He was quite 
conscious of the consistency of his position. In his 
interview with Lindfors he said, "I want to suggest 
that all my writings, whether they are anthropologi
cal monographs, studies of religion, essays, songs, 
poems, or even traditional stories and proverbs 
such as I am collecting now, all of them are ammu
nition for one big battle: the battle to decide where 
we here in Africa are going and what kind of society 
we are building. I think you will find great similari
ties in all the different things I have been producing 
because they all have basically the same aim." 
Clearly Okot was quite serious about what he was 
doing as a writer. 

Some of the criticism directed at Okot as a 
commentator on East African society has asserted 
that his analysis of contemporary social problems is 
shallow, for he was more an entertainer than an 
incisive social scientist or political reformer. Taban 
lo Liyong has charged him with playfulness and 
insincerity: "I see more of the frivolous and more of 
the jester in these [sociological and anthropological] 
works. Only rarely do I see an Okot with tight lips 
and protracted visage./. .. Okot with a political tem
per is better than Okot the sceptic posing as a 
champion for dying and dead customs he doesn't 
believe in. These are useful only as means for giving 
play to sarcasm, and making fun of other people's 
ways in mock-revenge for their destruction of the 
ways of his own people, again in which he does not 
seriously believe." Ngu-gi-- wa Thiong'o has ex
pressed the view that Okot is a bit short-sighted, for 
he fails to look at the root causes of East Africa's 
social problems: "While I agree with p'Bitek's call 
for a cultural revolution, I sometimes feel that he is 
in danger of emphasizing culture as if it could be 
divorced from its political and economic basis/ .. 
Can we be ourselves while our economic life is 
regulated by forces outside Africa?" Andrew Gurr, 
echoing Ngtr-gt- and quoting Frantz Fanon, has 
complained that Okot's diagnosis of social ills "does 
not go below the surface of the problem/ .. [He] is 
fussing over the outworn garments of the past, not 
the teeming present." These critics wish Okot had 
probed more deeply into the body politic and ex
posed the sources of its sickness instead of merely 
mocking the bizarre convulsions of a delirious, mor-
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ibund society. They would like him to have be
haved as a physician rather than a clown. 

Yet Okot's strident style of satirical singing 
has won him a wider audience than any prescriptive 
political propaganda would have been likely to, and 
he achieved this immense popularity without pull
ing any of his punches. Indeed his four outspoken 
songs compel readers to listen to voices they would 
not ordinarily heed. Original in form, technique, 
and idea, these vivid lyrical soliloquys captivate the 
imagination and provoke the intellect while advanc
ing half-ironic arguments that radically challenge 
some basic cultural assumptions. One's immediate 
reaction to such audacity may be to laugh in aston
ishment, but Okot had a talent for forcing one to 
think as one laughs. He never let readers rest com
fortably in mindless complacency. This made him 
an unsettling writer , indeed a revolutionary artist, 
for his constant questioning teaches readers entirely 
new ways of seeing themselves and others. By sing
ing comically and occasionally off-key, he drew 
attention to serious social disharmonies that require 
adjustment and correction. He was writing not 
merely to amuse but to instruct and guide his peo
ple. He once said that a truly African literature must 
have "deep human roots" and deal "honestly and 
truthfully with the problems of the human situa
tion." Okot p'Bitek, who spent his life striving to 
produce this kind of literature, deserves recognition 
as one of Africa's major creative talents. Though he 
remained a blithe spirit throughout his career, he 
articulated important ideas about culture and iden
tity that still have relevance. Okot may have been a 
clown, but he was a serious clown, the kind whose 
antics provoke wholesome, regenerative laughter. 
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Etl:-opellr. ec.hces could be heard in th~ background . His 

Sonc;; cf Ln,-ir:o was the first long poem in English to 

2chieve a totally African identity. 
()kt>t1s 

This was no accident, considering --y:'n · k'& 

d t · 1 1 · ~ d 1- · 1 · · lie ,,,,,,s Lori} ,·,,, /C)'i 1 e uca ion, cu tura interesLs1an iterary inc inations. vv= o ,, 
IAJ_4ncl~; --lo ~ Sclwo/feb-C.lter- otr1tl. his 1Vife. 
After attending hlgh--,.schoo~in Uganda, earning a Certificate 

s it1 £.1 q Ian d J 
cf Education 2t Bristol University anastudying law at the 

A Oko+ 
University of Wales in Aberystwyth,~ went on to Oxford) 

~-htd; ed his I\. 

where he wo3;-ed for /1 B~itt. at the Institute of Social 

Ar,thropology. It was here that he wrote a thesis on Acoli 

and Lango traditional songs, a formal academic study~ 
I\ 

must have forced him to take a closer look at the structure, 

content and style 
) 

m2n growing up in 

of songs he had heard and sung as a young 

Uganda~ project, compl eted three 

years before the publication of Song of Lawino, may have 

suggested to 
~h;.._ . 
~anew way of singing in English . 

A 

0 kDL 

f) ' ni /;
1

@k appears to have developed an interest in 

mus i c, song , literature,and traditional culture while very 

young and to have 

As a schoolboy at 

sustained this interest throughout his life. 
\ /'l \,.l~(.t,,J(,l) 

King's College Budo
1 

he composed and produced 
/\. {\ 

an opera, and in 1953, when only twenty-two years old, he pub-

l ished his first literary work , Lak tar miyo kinyero wi lobo 
= --
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~ttf weis +ra11ul~feJ tu 
(Are ycu:r _Jeeth ~hite? Then 1.augh), a novel in Acoli/\ whHe. 7i.e111 m Jc;gc;-,. 

After completing his undergraduate education in Britain, 

he returLed to Uganda and joined the staff of the Extra-
in },(_cx,IY) pal11Cj his

Hural Department at Makerere University CollegeA---4-job 

~enabled him to carry out further research on the oral 

literature of the peoples of northern Uganda and to found 

and organize an annual Gulu Festival of the Arts. In 1966 

he was appointed)'frector of the Uganda National Theatre 

and Cultural Centre in Kampala, where he did much to promote 

local cultural activities. At the end of 1967 he joined the 

Western Kenya section of Nairobi University College's Extra

Mural Department and immediately became the moving force be

hind the first Kis?u Arts Festivai,held in December/1968. 
JliJ 

Then, in the academic year 1969-70, he accepted a one-year 
/\. 

appointment as/ellow in the International Writing Program 

at the University of Iowa, a position~ enabled him to 

"-a,ss oc i;,,.nd. wi-/l. 
write fulltime . A year later he became -attached te the Uni-

/I. ,._ /\ 

versity of Nairobi as ;(esearch Yellow at the Institute of 

African Studies and~p:rt-time _;{ecturer in/ociology and/4era
A 



ture. He remained at the University of Nairobi until 1978, a 

year during which he held visiting appointments at both the 

University of Texas at Austin and the University of Ife in 
O/Lof-

Nigeria. In 1979, after Idi Amin Dada was overthrown, Jl\. 
returned once more to Makerere University&:, -where initially--h8-

,was associated with the Institnte of Social Re~ In 

February 1982 he was appointed the first /rofessor of fteative 

/4,iting in the Department of Literature, and he died at his 
SP;;;,\ 

home in Kampala only five months later, at the age ofe_:; 

Throughout his busy academic and professional career, 

Okot p'Bitek never stopped writing. His enormously successful 

Song of Lawino was soon followed by three other long poems of the 

same genre: Song of Ocol (1970), "Song of Prisonerj' and "Song of 
/ bei11~ 

Malaya" ~the latte r two t J 'z&zl ~n published together as Two 
'n r fhef sawr vteo..r -

Songs~ 1971 . )!e ha-s-.,p.ls---6 published two scholarly works, 
~ /\ 

African Religions in Western Scholarship (1971 ) and Religion of 

the Central Luo (1971)~6ne o~--wh~-e-b~ 
/"""'\ t]>" 

or .ig~-i-s-&;-...P-.l'l.±-l-;--'t-hes-:i:..s.-in-:i:;:..eligion,.....a.~ His 

interest in oral fo~ of literature was refl.ected in ngublication 
11,e ~ 

ofHorn of My Love (1974), a collection of Acoli songs; Hare 
/\ --

and Hornbill (1978), a collection o f folktales; and A!oli 

Proverbs (1985). (Aaholi is o.,__ v~r iall!+ sr/)1113 crf Atol;r @ 
Another book, Africa's Cultural Revolution (1973), ~a 

collection of some of the essays he wrote for East African 

periodicals, magazines
1 

and newspapers between 1964 and 1971, i1Jc/u.de-; 

GefH=a~n~several of Okot's most candid statements on African 

culture, so it serves as an exeellent introduction to some of 

the ideas ~n his poetry. In the p reface to,Africa' s 

Cultural Revolution Okot says that his essays are part of the 



I , 
.fl,ef !S 

revolutionary struggle in Africa "dedicated to the total demolition 
A 

of foreign cultur al domination and the restoration and promotion 

of Africa's proud culture to its rightful place." In order to 

achieve these worthwhile nationalistic goals, 

J 
Africa must examine herself critically. She 

discover her true self, and rid herself of 

~ 1/ 

must r 
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all "apemanshi~ For only then can she begin 

to develop a culture of her own. Africa must 

f redefine all cultural tenns according to her 

l own inter es ts. As she has broken the political 
I 

J bondage of colonialism, she must con tinue the 

I economic and cultural revolution until she re-
I 

! fuses to be led by the nose by f oreigners. We 

must also reject the erroneous attempts of for

eign students to interpret and present her. We 

~ 

O k o+'s 

must interpret and present Africa in our own way, 

in our own interests., 

p:!E=i"tcL¼ aim as a writer is to assist in this vital task of 

cultural redefinition. 
o:1s 9 k His 

y!; I I A ~ essays range widely over such varied topics 

" as literature, philosophy, religion, politics , h i story, educa-

tion, sex
1

and pop music. But underlying them all is an insis-

tence on the validity and dignity of 
Oko+ I 

ztg;;zk wants Africans -- especially 
Iv'\ 

indigenous African culture . 

' 1 
I 

educated Africans - - to 

K ~ 
accept their Africanness and stop mimicing non-African customs, 

I\ 

traditions, fashions, and style7 which are entirely inappropriate 

and even a bit ridiculous in an African setting. Only by af 

firming the integrity of the ir own cultural identity will Africans 

, .. ? . ,...,. , _..,,,,..t!~"":'JL"'t" ~,:we;.,. .:e,-J-, ,':\-__ ,.,. "'i':· -~~· , , . • , ,. •. "'~' ·· - • - < ~------,...,., .. ~.,. .• ~,.,..,_-,.,,-.v.,, .. ....,...~,.,...--~--· .. --~~----.-



6 
~~.J\··h; (c'\. <:.cJQ~ Yor 

f. -_ 1.na 

puts 

happiness and genuine 

h1S 
it in ?'il. inti:-oduction 

fulfillment. As NgG"g'r wa . 
--this Jq-')3 lnrok) 0 kot-

to ,f,e.:-ic e:=Jsays~1 
, :k " · 

\J ,_,__ 1 

simply and 

cre2.te. 11Jj 
rightly saying that we cannot ape and hope to 
Oko-t-
;1.1.35..Aek desires to release the creative potential 

of Africa by making Africans conscious and proud of their 

own rich cultural heritage. ~ --
d ko-C 

In his ess?ys on literature p:±Js:3$t begins the pro-

cess of cultural redefinition by questioning the Western con- / /' ---
ception of literature itself. He points out that "in Western( ~y'Y\ 

scholarship, literature means the writings of a particular '.µ\Jvcfa ; 

\ j,,4A'ac l time or country, especially those valued for excellence of 

form or expression. This definition, with its emphasis on ~--__/ 
'writing~ implies that 

of human societies which 

In place of this "narrow 

literature is the exclusive preserve 

have invented the art of writing.'~ 
Okot 

and discriminatory definition"~ 

advocates adopting a more "dynamic and democratic" notion of 

literature as an art embracing "all the creative works of man 
t, whicA 

expressed in words," ~ would take in oral as well as 
I\ 

written performances, because "words can be spoken, sung or 

written. The voice of the singer or the speaker and the pen 

and paper are mere midwives of a pregnant mind. A song is a 

song whether it is sung, spoken or w~itten down.". By redefining 

•~>·• '-,, '='· °=--~ >.w , ,-, P. •<t , _, .~, ........ -~ ,..,._.,-.-,...-,.~.,.--...,.,..,,.,,., . .. ~,.,,~,-.. ..-~-------- ~-----------------------------
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Okot 
literatur2 i:'.l this way, µ-:lf gl~ is able to demonstrate that 

Africa possesses one of the richest literary cultures in 

the world. 

He also emphasizes that literature in Africa is a 

living social art. It is not a collection of old classics 

that one reads alone or studies diligently at school in 

order to pass examinations and win certificates. It is an 

•. ':'< e,l 
intensely expressive activity ~ aimA,. at publicly com-

municating deeply felt emotions . Someti~es it may be de

signed to amuse, sometimes to instruct, but the best litera

ture never fails to make a profound impact on the whole com

munity. It is a totally democratic art;which attempts to 

reach everyone within earshot. There must always be direct 

corrnnunication between the artist and his audience and full 
whic~ 

participation by all present? ~ means that the African 
/\.-

literary artist cannot afford to indulge in deliberate ob-

scurity. He produces his art not for art's sake but for 

society's sake. 

Song of Lawino was created in this spirit. It is a 

thoroughly indigenous poem in fonn, content, style, message, 
Oko t:; 

and aesthetic philosophy. KIi#$ took the songs he knew bes t 
J ~ 
-- Acoli and Lango traditional songs of praise and abuse, joy 
fl/\. CJ)'t J I 
and sorrow, s ympathy and satire and made use of their ~ -

/\ /tr,_ 

' f "j 
{ 1\;l U11 - -r ( .. ~'\ 

J,l 1·· f· .I-·' 

. , -~·~ r rli-) 
L1" ~ ( 

.,,..,_: ..,.,-...,..':'~,_,.. ,_._.,,.,h,_,,.,-•R~ ..... """·"'"'°"'ii'·C'O'"" _ _ .. , .,...,.,.. . .,.,..,,... _.,,,._,..-, . .,... -=-~...,,..-,-0.t,.., .. -........,. .~----.-~------------- - ----
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poetic resources in composing an original anthem in honor 

is 
of Africa. The result wa-&- something both old and new be-

Gkct " 
cause, while 1•'F: ;;;:!1.. exploited many of the conventions of 

oral art, he also invented a novel lite~ary genre~ 

~ never be'A_r-~een in African writing~ He did 
'--./ 

this first in his own mother tongue and then in English, 

claiming to have "clipped a bit of the eagle's wings and 

rendered the sharp edges of the warrior's sword rusty and 

blunt, and also murdered rhythm and rhyme"~the process 

of translation. Like a traditional poet he was trying to 

reach the widest possible audience because he felt he had 

an i mpor tant idea to impart. And like a literary artist 

he was still experimenting with his verbal medium in an 

effort to find a uniquely appropriate idiom to carry his 

message. Song of Lawino is thus a hybrid achievement, a 

successful sustained blending of oral and literary art in 

a long poem remarkably innovative in conception and de~ign
1 

yet immanently African in orientation. 

s4owJ 
Much of the Africanness of the poem ~ecide~ in its 

I\ 

imagery , ideology) and rhetorical structure. It is an oral 

song sung by an illi terate Ugandan housewife,who complains 

bitterly about the insults and i l l treatmen t she receives 

from her university- trained husband. Being an unschooled 
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village girl, Lawino speaks in the earthy idiom of the rural 

peasantry and sees everything from the perspective of a 

country cousin. 

follows Western 

She cannot understand why her husband}Ocol) 

bicau..~l? ~hi is
ways and why he rejects her ~ clinging to 

fl. 
the traditions of her people. She knows nothing about ball-

room dancing, cooking on a modern stove, and reading clocks, 

sht 
books1 or thermometers, and sees no reason why she should 

/\ 

learn such strange skills when she can get along perfectly 

well without them. She has been exposed to a few Christian 

beliefs and teachings, but these she found either incompre

hensible or profoundly perplexing. Why can't she be allow~ 

tQ fellow he? own way~ Why must Ocol abuse and punish her 

for being African? These are the questions Lawino asks re-

peatedly as she recounts her husband 1 s brutality and cruel 

words. Recalling the time Ocol branded her and he r kinsfolk 

as ignorant, superstitious fools, she laments: 

) My husband 1 s tongue 

i 

~~ 
\\\}' 

/ Is bitter like the roots of the lyonno lily, 
i 
' It is hot like the penis of the bee, 

Like the sting of the kalang! 

Ocol 1 s tongue is fierce like the arrow of the scorpion, 

Deadly like the spear of the buffalo- hornet. 

It is ferocious 

~-~- - ----------------·- ·· ----·----·-·---
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\ Like the poison of a barren woman 

_J And corrosive like the juice of the gourd. ~ 

Everything Lawino says is rooted in the reality she has 

mastered, the world she knows. She speaks in a language ~J_-

~veals an intimate knowledge and experience of rural 

African life. Obviously such a perceptive observer is 

neither ignorant nor foolishly superstitious. Lawino's 

ioagery alone refutes Ocol's accusation. 
Okd::.'s 
~3 eeRP% strategy throughout the poem is to con-

trast the natural grace a~d dignity of 

ways with the grotesque artificiality 

traditional African 
-'/1il 

of modern habits and 
f\ 

practices that educated Africans have copied from Europe. 
Oko-t 

The primary target is Ocol' s "apemanship;' but jl'~ grad-

ually widens the focus of Lawino's complaints to embrace~ 

larger social, political
1
and religious issues arising from 

~ 
rabid, unthinking Westernization. ~:%:~ 

, t Ll -/Jf;ervf e(/4) t,fJi1Ji Ber-11/Ji '-1/)({rfr-J, Ok.of- detc!'ibe£ 
-/JI 1/iJ !.,11 1 Song of Lawino ifl an-iute,:~.;r as 

I\ fr a big laugh by this village girl called Lawino, 

laughing at modern man and modern woman in 

Uganda. She thinks that the educated folk are 

spoiled, in the sense that they don't belong, 

they don't enjoy fully the culture of the people 
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~f Uganda, and she thinks that if only these 

educQted people could stop a little bit and 

look back into the village they would find a ..,, 
much richer life altogether~ 

La~vino h:J able tr provide
0 

a window on both African worlds 
/\ 

because she is the product of one and a prisoner in the 

other. Like Alice in Wonderland, like Gulliver, like Medza 
}fo"!JO 

in Beti's Mission to Kala, she discovers herself in a strange 
I\ 

new universe and reacts strongly to anything that deviates 

from her own cultural expectations and prejudices . But a 

major difference in her case is that most of her audience 

. I 
Western as well as African -- does not share 

M 
her cultural 

4f whorn 
perspective but rather that of Ocol, the modern man she is 

I 

/\ 
laughing ca.l!J She forces such readers to see thems e lves from 

an entirely different point 
vi€Wi/l~ 

By -ffl.irroring- modern manners 
I', 

centric lens, Lawino serves 

of view and to join in the laughter. 

through her own di storted e thno-
-/4, 

as a catalys t ?(_ s ati r e. 

But she also becomes a victim of satire
1 

because occa-

sionally there are significant discrepancies between her words 
ver~q { 

and deeds. For instance, after beginning a devastating assault 
tA~s ic~( /\. (1int7!) 

on the l.ppearance of Ocol's modern girlf r i end Clementi 1 she 

pauses briefly to assure her audience that her motives are pure : 

._,. __ ;>-i !", f- - , i Of31A5 , • . . , .JL'l.:'l'tty,-:, _4< _;; ;::u_ .• , f _...{. ,Ff+.. , ¥ ~ <J El- 4 . tJO.PW .>,~~ -QC .. ........ C S:> 
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Do not think I am ins~lting 

The woman with whom I share my husband! 

Do not think my tongue 

Is being sharpened by jealousy. 

It is the sight of Tina 

That provokes sympathy from my heart. 

I do not deny 

I am a little jealous. 

It is no good lying, 

We all suffer from a little jealousy. 

It catches you unawares 

Like the ghosts that bring fevers; 

It surprises people 

Like earth tremors: 

But when you see the beautiful woman 
\ 

JWith whom I share my husband 

You feel a little pity for her! ~ 

She then restm1es her attack with gusto , ridiculing Tina's 

-11i cd-- ti I) I{ 
dried-up breasts and padded brassiere , insinuating ~has 

aborted or killed many children in her long lifetime, and 

scoffing at her slim,"meatless" figure . Obviously Lawino is 

--- -- -----~- -·· ... 
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more than a little jealous of the woman she claims to pity. 
Oko-t 
~19· :~ ·carefully counterpoints Lawino's lapses 

into pure invective with her gentle, nostalgic reflections 

on traditional African life. These frequent changes in mood 

and tempo reveal the softer side of her personality while 

reinforcing her emphasis on differences between the old and 

the new. Lawino's sympathies always lie with tradition, and 1 

through graphic images and telling details1she is able to 

communicate her enthusiasm for the customs and practices of 
~,r 

her people. She describes a civilization~ is wholesome, 
I\ 

coherent, deeply satisfying to those born into it, and there-

fore naturally resistant to fundamental change. Her angry 

tirade against Tina is followed by a rosy account of how rivals 

for a man's love behave in Acoli society and then by a level-
} 

headed appeal to Oco1 politely asking him to come to his senses 

and stop rejecting his own heritage: 

~isten Ocol, my old friend, 

.The ways of your ancestors 

Are good, 

i 
I / Their customs are solid 

And not hollow 

They are not thin, not easily breakable 

They cannot be blown away // 

/ 
/ 

/ 

,/ 
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\ By the winds 
\ __ _____.,:. Because their roots reach deep into the soil. 

:s·kh m uif ~ vVn ft'J a 6 :i. e, f 
This .i,& the theme of Lawino 's entire song. 

/ '!. 
But because she tends to sing it too stridently, 

because she refuses to make the slightest effort to adjust 

to modern ways, because she remains so intractably old-

s~6W$ -Jo bf. 
fashioned , Lawino eventually ~xpsoes herself A__a tribal 

f\. . ~ - ..2. 
chauvinist who is as limited in vision as her husband pe-e-v 

Sometimes she is conscious of her inflexibility, as when she 

admits she cannot "cook like a white woman" or "dance the 

white man's dances" because she has never cared to learn such 

revolting skills. On other occasions she appears to be to

tally unaware of the s trength of her own cultural prejudices, 

and this naivetf se.ts her criticism of others in an ironic 

light. For example)she showers insults on Tina's l ipstick, 

powder , perfume, wig
1
and artificially dyed and straightened 

hair
1
yet in the very next breath goes on to extol Acoli customs 

of tattooing, bodyhainting, bodyts'centing
1

and hair dressing. 

Her aim may be t o condemn Tina's 
11
apewomanship '

1
and to ridicule 

Ocol's perverse preference for Western odors and adornments , 

but she does not seem to realize that she is simultaneously 

betraying the absurdity of her own dogmatic 
1
Acol i tude." Her 

·--- -- ---- · -· -------·- ----·--- ·------ - -------·-·----- - - ----- ·-- ----------...--·--~-.........-------- --......... .,.., .. ~ 
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unconscious undercutting of her own argument is a classic 

example of reflexive satire: the use of satire to satirize 

the s2.tirist. 

This is not to say that her attacks on the follies 

of Westernized Africans are invalid or unjustified. Lawino 

has a keen eye for human stupidity, and her common sense 

does not allow her to be easily taken in by pretense and 

affectation. She views Ocol and Tina not as her superiors 

but as ordinary human beings who are struggling desperately 

to prove themselves superior by adopting Western ways. Since la.suino 

~snot understand such ways, she raises fundamental 

questions about their logic and propriety which Westerners 
} 

and Westernized Africans never . bother to ask. For instance, 

she wants to know why 

7 
I 

At the height of the hot season 

The progressive and civilised ones 

Put on blanke t suits 

Q 
And wo}len socks from Europe , 

Long under-pants 

And woollen vests, 

White shirts; 

They wear dark glasses 

\ And neck- ties from Europe. ~ 
~ 
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rnof 
She also can j\_ imagine what pleasure these people take in 

V 
smoking, driIL~ing, kissing 1 and other unclean, unnatural acts. 

La:vino regards such habits as foolish and unhealthy. Those 

who indulge in them ought to be avoided, not admired or emulated. 

Even more difficult for Lawino to fathom are Western 

habits of mind. Why should Ocol reckon time by consulting 

a clock when there are much more natural signs by which to 

measure the passing of a day? Why should he want to give his 

children Christian names when Acoli names are more meaningful? 

Why should he place so much faith in Western medicine and prayer, 

and scorn the remedies offered by herbalists and diviners? Why 

should politicians who are working toward the same goals oppose 

one another? By asking these questions Lawi1lo focuses atten

tion on some of the arbitrary and seemingly irrational aspects 

of Western behavior
1
which would very likely baffle any non-

Westerner encountering them for the first time. 
readt.rs 

She forces )1°9\_ 
w~s+ervi 

to recognize the illogic~of eaillt"~ways. Her incomprehension 

is both a warning and a protest against cultural arrogance. 

What makes Lawino a more sensible person than Ocol is 

her acceptance of the validity of other cultures, despite her 

personal aversion to them. She does not insist, as Ocol does, 

that everyone conform to her own cultural pattern. She realizes 

that Westerners will behave as Westerners, and though she would 
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clearly prefer Africans to behave as Africans, she is con-

tent to let Ocol eat Western foods and adopt Western eccen

tricities so long as he reciprocates with equal tolerance 

for her traditional preferences. She would like to see her 

husband return to the Acoli life-style he had once enjoyed, . 
he S~ol/,,/£ 

but if that is impossible (as it appears to .be), then~ 

~east respect her right to remain loyal to the ways 

of her ancestors. At one point she sums it all up by saying, 

I do not understand 

I 

The ways of foreigners 

But I do not despise their customs. 

Why should you despise yours? ••• 

The pumpkin in the old homestead 

I 
I Must not be uprooted! (:pp, 29 30) - 0~-----

--J 

Lawino' s "lament" is a plea for tolerance, understanding) and 

respect for African culture. 

The success \ifi\ Song of Lawino res ts primarily on 
Okot 's 
~I~:z:'s creation of a convincing persona to articulate his 

ideas. Lawino's vibrant personality animates the entire poem, 

giving it the energy and earthiness appropriate to an icono

clastic assault on postcolonial "high" culture. Only a woman 

of her peasant origins could reject Weeternization so totally. 
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Only a scorned wife of her particular matrimonial temper 

cculd denounce her husband so passionately yet yearn to 

win back his love . There may be inconsistencies in her 

conduct and huge self-contradictions in her argument, but 

these simply make her a more believable human being. She 

onl 
wins~over by the honest eloquence of her emotion, the 

primitive force of her tongue. 

that 

Yet 
Okot: 

?-L •ml. 

on; 
~must never forget that she is a persona and 

may not share all her views. Song of Lawino 

is a long dramatic monologue deliberately placed in the mouth 

of an invented character, and to understand its full meaning, o~e 

4ust carefully appraise the singer as well as the song. 

Lawino presents a persuasive case for African tradition be

cause she is able to perceive salient ab surdities of modern 

African life through eyes unclouded by formal education or 

acculturation to Western ways. But though she sees clearly, 

her visi~n- i~ .li:u-~T.y he~__'.'_"." narrow cultural prejudices, 

G a single, circumscribed point~ and she has real 
-&e,r 

difficulty seeing beyond her Acoli nose . This makes a good 
I\ 

deal of her testimony suspect, for it is impossible to trust 

impassioned po l emics brinnning with so much overstatement and 

exaggeration. Lawino's argument, though tempered wi th unconscious 

irony , is ~too one-sided . 

... - -~ ... - .. - -··· --·--···--·-··-·---·· -·-· ----- -------_ ..... _.... ---
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,rid!(\ 
.,;-}vtA: Oko-t" 

This may have been why 1£f!tt I k decided to write 
{\ 

Sc~~ of Ocol as a reply to Lawino. By giving Ocol a chance 
Okc~ 

to state his own case, ~ could examine the same social, 

pol~tical) and cultural issues from a ~ifferent point 

of view. P~id in the process of ostensibly redressing the 

balance of a biased conjugal debate, he could make clever 

use of satire to reassert basically the same position he had 

advocated in Song of Lawino. 

In singing his song, Ocol r eveals himself as exactly 

the type of person Lmvino had described _!._ an angry, insensi-
f'v) 

tive, impatient opportunist intent on destroying African tra-

ditions and insli.tutions in the name of progress. He qates 

everything black because he associates blackness with back

wardness and primitivism: 

1 
What is Africa 

To me? 

I 
Blackness, 

~J¼ 
Deep, deep fathomless 

Darkness; 

t\\v' 
Africa, 

Idle giant 

Basking in the sun , 

------- ··---- --- -------- --·---- ----------------~--~-_,,_ _________ _,__,~-~--...-.,-. 



Sleeping, snoring, 

Twitching in dreams; ·-~~~SS:-:·' ·. 
!I,, •• . •. 

Diseased with a chronic illness, 

Choking with black ignorance, 

Chained to the rock 

Of poverty •.•• 

I Mother, mother, 

\ Why, 

\ Why was I born: 

\ _____ _,'Black? 

20 

In order to overcome his feelings of self-hatred and inferiority, 

Ocol is ready to uproot Lawino's pumpkins, burn mud huts, im

prison witches and village poets, hang professors of African 

studies 1and obliterate indigenous cultural treasures. His aim 

is to 

Smash all these mirrors 

That I may not see 

The blackness of the past 

From which I came 

~ Reflected in them. ~ 

Much of Ocol' s song is an inventory of what he intends 

to destroy. He speaks as a member of the ruling class that came 
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to pcwe:r 2.fter independence with the ambition of transforming 

2. for:ner colony into a modern nation state. In order to 

bring 11civilization" to their part of the world, these West-

rr 
ernized African leaders are planning to demolish the Old 

Ho:nesteai1 and build a ftNew City ii complete with statues of 

European explorers, missionarie7 and kings. Their notion 

of national progress is further imitation of Europe . 
.fh '- of re ad e ri 

Nothing Ocol says wins~ syrnpathj· He seems so 

intent on r2.vaging the countryside and throwing harmless 

people into prison in order to achieve a wor thless goal that 

it is impossible to view him in a friendly light. He is 

obviously a blackguard obsessed with a desire to prove him

self white. He displays no love or tenderness toward his 

fellow man and possesses no traits worthy of admiration. 

Indeed, one wonders why Lawino wants him bac~ 

As Ocol speaks, his own words condemn him, making him 

the butt of ridi cule. For example, after outlining a strategy 

for wiping out African culture and traditions and replacing 

them with Western ways, he asks an Africanfabassador at the 

United Nations to 

7 Tell the world 

/ In English or in French, 

i 
/ Talk about 

l 
\ 

-- - -- - ----------· ------------··--·-------------- ----.--- --------------- ----~ 
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The African foundatio,n 

On which we are 

I Building the new nations 

~ Of Africa, ~ · 

22 

Ocol also claims to hate pove_rty but does nothing to help 

the poor, even though he has grown wealthy as a politician. 

His major concern as a public servant is not with the public 

welfare but with keeping thieves and trespassers off his 

vast 

poor 

country estate. He is a rich landed aristocrat 

underdeveloped country, a contrast~ points 
I\ 

in a 

up the 

disparity between his nationalistic ideals and parasitic 

practices. Virtually every line he speaks betrays him as 

an archfhypocrite . 1 ke,~ 
re'-ct.e.rS ~J -.I 

By the timeAfinish Song of Ocol}A are aware that 

Lawino was right: Ocol' s II apemanship" has turned him into a 

monster. If he had managed to retain a healthy respect for 

African traditions, he might have been a better person and 

a far more constructive influence on his society . His fanatical 

Westernization and rejection of himself have prevented him from 

developing into a creative human being. He has lost not just 

his ethnic identity but his humanity. 

Thus Song of Lawino and Song of Oco l, though 

structured as a debate, actually present two sides of the same 
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coin; they may face in opposite dir~ctions1 but they have 

precisely the same r ing. Ocol's argument is undercut so 

completely by irony that it reinforces Lawino's position.· 
Oko L-.,) "s-t-Lll.Siblj 

And ~'it •, by removing himself from the quarrel between 
(\ 

his personae, is able to establish an independent stance 

some distance from the ground Lawino defends. He advocates 

neither an atavistic return to Acoli customs and traditions 

nor a total abandonment of Western ways. His aim appears 
-fr, 

to be to help educated Africans (\. hi" r eaden:i, ii;i, fac~ 

appreciate their rich cultural heritage so they can create 

a new culture equally meaningful and relevant to Africa. 
Ok!)i 1.s is 
r'n .iek1s next song rn much more ambiguous. Instead 

(' 

of carrying the cultural debate further, he turned to an ex-

plosive new political subject and treated it in a deliberately 

equivocal fashion. 
) 

He used the same basic poetic form an 
}'VI 

emotionally charged dramatic monologue-~ but invested it with 
M 

such complex irony that its moral center was difficult to 

discern. The poem has aroused 

East Afric::,,, and is likely to 

considerable controversy in 

go on provoking lively discussion 

for some time to come. Brief and puzzling, it has all the 

fascination of a conundrum. 

"Song of Prisoner" begins as the anguished soliloquy 

of a man who appear s to have been brutally beaten and thrown 

~:z11,1 .e: -~~ - •. JI lh.!(J C < .H +h!!.f* < .ae .. .. .u :ss~ =<, ., ;: , 
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into prison £or the most trivial of offenses: vagrancy and 

loitering in the pty /ark. As he sits there counting his 

wounds and cursing his captors, he seems a victim of in

justice and oppression. He broods on thoughts of his starving 

children, complains of his own hunger and thirst, and fre

quently lashes out at those he imagines to be responsible 
~ latvtl 

for his misfortunes. He even goes so far as to ae.9{se his 

for 
dead father 1\._not having married a woman from the right 

clan, thereby foisting bad genes on all his descendants; 

then-he tttrns around ani-;ccuses his mother of the same cata

strophic matrimonial misjudg~ent. He also imagines his 
c:--' 

wife to be sleeping with a "Big chief" who drives a Mercedes 

Benz, and this vision gives him a macabre urge to "drink 

human blood11 and "eat human live70 ~ Imprison-

ment ~driving him insane. ~ 
r--eadtrr 

Not until the middle of the poem do (\,learn the 

real reason he has been locked up: he is a hired assassin 

who has killed the ,}tead of µate. Though he claims to have 

So 
done~ out of love for his country, his charge that the 

(\ 

leader was "a traitor, a dictator, a murderer, a racist, a 

tribalist, a clannist, a brotheris:r.-.. a reactionary, a 

revisionist, a fat black capitalist , an extortioner, an exploiter" 

~ sounds suspiciously like progrannnatic revolutionary 
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rhetoric. Perrefais the prisoner is the heroic liberator he 

claims to be; perhaps he is the dupe of sinister forces in 
rutder:i 

his society . In evaluating his conduct, )'1 have only his 

own half-demented words to go by . 

)'finister 

sible for 

.Je n~h~t.tiJ. hear him ohoutin8-._ that he had been a 

in thefovernment, in fact 

=1-~ 
"Law and Order •.. Peace and 

{\ (\. 

had been the one respon

Goodwill in the Landb 

~ He asks for his gold pen .so he can write his chil
ck.s. Af .fil:s foilJf he 

dren and parents and send them fat che~appears 
'----" I\ 

to have changed character completely, picking up a new set 

of parents along the way and leapfrogging from the depths 

of proletarian squalor to the heights of bourgeois luxury. 

Indeed~e has been transmuted into another Ocol. Could 

this be the same prisoner~een and heard earlier? If 

so, has he gone irretrievably mad? What accounts for his 

sudden, magical transformation? 
Okot: 
t I Iii does not stop to answer these questions be-

fore moving into the final section of the poem, which contains 

a morbid appeal for oblivion as a distraction from despair. 

The prisoner says he wants t o be free so he can sing, drink, 

dance
1
and fornicate until he forgets the anguish of his insig-

nificance. He knows ~he has· no future and that his children 

- ---- - - - -- ---------- --- ------- ~--~ ~ ~ - -~,---,---
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will never go to school or have a chance to escape wretched 

poverty. His only hope for release from these depressing 

thoughts lies in total debauchery: 
.-

I want to drink 

And get drunk, 

; I do not want to know 

) That I am powerless 

r 
i and helpless, 
i 
1 I do not want to remember anything. 
I 

I want to forget 

That I am a lightless star, 

A proud Eagle 

Shot down 

J By the arrow 

OfUhuru! ~ 

The poem's internal contradictions generate a confused 

a11e 
response. Should~ feel sympathy for this pr isone~ or disgust? 

Is he worthy of pity, approbation, or condemnation? Was his 
() ko-t ru.dets 

crime noble or base? p 'Uz 1,41 leads~ first toward one con-

rMdQ.rf 
clusion, then toward another, until .YI\. are trapped in the laby-

rinth of the prisoner's complex personality. By encouraging 
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,in UY\ (\_, -{Ji ctf -11-i~ !f 
~ to make judgtments ~ late! feel 
() ko-t-- f"e.adq,rs /\. . 

compelled to reverse, 

}Ni-ii a. m<:kes A realize how difficult it is to distinguish 

{{tOJie.n ma 11 
between good and bad in contemporary Africa. -WG- applaud the 

/\ 

guerrilla 

their or,.m 

"freedom fighters" who boldly 

reaciQrs a.re. JikQ.IL( 
hands, yet ..w.e--ar-e appalledoy 

/\ 

take the law into 

the hard-fisted tactics 

of military regimes founded with the same disregard for indi-

vidual liberties. The political assassin is seen as a national 

hero by some and as a self-seeking ·rogue by others. Many who 
Okor 

feel oppressed may themselves be,.. ruthless oppressors. ¢P~ 

seems to be saying that in the confusion of post-Uhuru Africa, 

{H-1 J I 
justice, honor, loyalty, morality -- all the~ social and 

/\ ,Iv\, 

political virtues J_ may be subject to reinterpretation according 
M 

to the exigencies of the moment and the bias of the interpreter. 

There are no longer any fixed truths, only competing ideologies. 

This~-~: -T cy~~-cal~and perhaps even a gross mis-
')1uc1y Okot '.s e~~-~- ~--~-y 

reading of ¢"'41 EQ,.lit; intention, but when confronted with such 

rich ambiguity in a literary work, it is easy for a reader to 

go astray. The fact that the poem has already stirred so much 

controversy suggests that it invites many different interpretations. 

is the 

gesting 

voices. 

Although most critics have assumed that "Song of Prisoner" 

song of a single pri soner,rchere is some evidence sug-

that it may have been conceived as a medley of various 
() ko ~ /---- ·,,. 
Jjl5H>® i<:::~~~/ to have said t hat the "Sof t Grass 11 

_ 

,,,,- ., ) ~ :~/ 
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episode involving the ~nister and the gold pen is an inter

polation by "a man in the next cell; whom the Prisoner over-

~ hears . 11 If -t-his 
"I- one 

is so, what is to prevent ~from identi-

fying other lyrics 
--111crr 

wlt±·c:h- seem out of character as songs sung 
(\ 

by other prisoners? Perhaps "Song of Prisoner" actually · 

represents the communal wailings of an entire cell block. 

view 
This would make the poem less complex psychologically but 

/\. 

certainly no less damning as an indictment of contemporary 

African experience. Despite flashes of gallows humor, it 

remains a very gloomy song. 

"Song of Malaya, 11 ~paired with "Song of 

Prisoner" in Two Songs, provides boisterous comic relief. 

The {ostitute who sings it is good natured, proud of her 

" h"'-' 
profession

1
and tolerant of all mankind. 

(\ ,.___/ 

~~he invites men of every description to enter and 

make use of her facilities. No one is barred or refused ser

vice. She is the great social equalizer, humanity's most effec
So t 1·Cl fi l!f 

tive democratizer because she mixes with high and low indis-
/\ 

ciminately. All who come to her are reduced to the same level.'\ 

~he functions a.s~~~::;;~~1~ M~ Cfp-
AnrJ fer this very re-ason she is in a good position to 

/\ 
expose cant and hypocrisy. Her song is a series of rebukes to 

I 
her critics to the chief who accuses her of giving him vene-

M 

real disease, to the wife who is unhappy about sharing her 
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husband with a whore, to the priest .who preaches that monog-
--1'1 e pt& s-h Ju 1 t 1-1 

amy is morality, to the schoolmaster who calls~ children 

bastards, to the brother who despises her yet buys the ser-

oni 
vices of other prostitutes,;fo the policeman who arrests 

her even though he was her customer the night before. Malaya 

answers their charges with common sense and good humor, 

pointing out their own failings and moral weaknesses in the 

process. Each of her replies ends with words of encourage

ment to her fellow professionals and lay workers:.) 

~;Malayas / 

Wherever you are, / 

Wealth and health/ 

To us all. 11 ~ 

Okof-1s 
As in Song of Lawino ~ strategy ~ 

is to juxtapose two different world views, one a commonly 
..J 

accepted perspective and the other a somewhat unorthodox out-

look, and to slant the argument in such a fashion as to demon-

strate the moral superiority of the latter. 

we find outsel~es agreeing tha~rostitution 

In "Song of Malaya" 

seems a wholesome 

profession when compared with marriage, priesthood, teaching, 
--n,.rxr 

law enforcementland other occupations whrrh- are no better ethi-
/\ pr~c-hce 

cally and spiritually than the imperfect human beings who~ 
/\ 
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them~ The prostitute is at least self-reliant, open)and 

unpretentious/;,. /much healthier ~sychologically 

than those who condemn her. She embraces all who come to 

her, never attempting to deny pleasure to those who are willing 

to pay the price. Her message, like Lawino's, is one of tolerance 

for human diversity . She accepts whatever seems natu~al and 

genuine, rejecting only the patently artificial and ~rverted. 

Malaya is clearly more moral than her society . 

In Artist)the Ruler (1986), a collection o f Okot's essays 

and unfinished works,p-Bblislred poslhumous~one finds some of the 

same arguments about culture, art1 and values that he had espoused 

earlier. He persisted in raising big questions and seeking to 

answer them in a way that affirmed the validity of indigenous 

social and cultural institutions. He also put forward t he view that 

the artist had a key role to play in guiding society toward 

humane goals. In t~~~;--~r~~--~,~~~ii" ---t~\~of the 13~ 
.s Ac; .,, ;:: ,.....---· . , 

taken.,__ he ~~~er~ 
~re are two types of rulers in every society, that is, 

rvvo -t 1a: ,er wl@ Goeqdiys i Eal fe-tee ~~~Q.~E%*¥iejfi~ Q__. 

&//L, those who use physical force to subdue men, and those that 

employ beautiful thing~, sweet songs and funny stories, rhythm, 

shape and colour, to keep indi viduals and society sane and 

flourishing, then in my view, it is the artist who is the 

greater ruler."))~ 

~~--;-;ti-~t ~_r;·- ;;~t just an en,tertainer but a gentJ,e ;I,ea,der 

and legislator of social norms . And who qualifies for this special 

role in society? In Okot's view, "every human being is an a rtis t ." 

Some may be greater than others, but all respond to beauty, all 

participate in creating art and investing it with social relevance. 
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ii,rttflc,fl 

This was not just empty theorizing on Okot's part, for h e lived 
(\. 

his life according to this credo. As an artist, as an educator, and 

as an agitator, his role was basically the same. He~was 
his 

of his position. In~ quite conscious of the consistency 
1AJi-t1,i L;,.,J.. fors he 

interview~~~-= said) 

It I want to suggest that all my writings, whether they are 
;r.,\QVU>9 rc,..jJhs 

anthropological mono~Epail.-6 ,1 studies of religion, essays, 

songs, poems, or even traditional stories and proverbs such 

as I am collecting now, all of them are ammunition for one 

big battle: the battle to decide where we here in Africa 

are going and what kind of society we are building. I think 

you will find great similarities in all the different things 

I have been producing because they all have basically the 

. '\) 
same aim. ~ 

Clearly Okot was quite serious about what he was doing as a 

writer. 
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self-reliant, open and 

i 

to 

who are willing 

Some of the criticism directed at Okot as a commentator 

on East African society has asserted that his analysis of 

. . wttr 
contemporary social problems is shallow, for he ~more an 

entertainer than an incisive social scientist or political 

reformer. Taban lo Liyong has charged him with playfulness 

and insincerity: 
(( 

I see more of the frivolous and more of the jester in 

these !sociological and anthropological] works. Only 

rarely do I see an Okot with tight lips and protracted 

. *k . h l ' t ' 1 . b t h visage •••• o ot wit a poi ica temper is e ter tan 
(\. 

Okot the sceptic posing as a champion for dying and 

dead customs he doesn't believe in. These are useful only 

as means for giving play to sarcasm, and making fun of other 

people's ways in mock-revenge for their destruction of 

the ways of his own people, again in which he does not 

~ seriously believe. )~ ---·· ·- ... . -· . -----·-- __ ,/ 
., Ngtig{ wa Thiong' o has expressed the view that Okot is a bit 
·, ~ 

short-sighted/ for he fails to look at the root causes of 

East Africa'.s social problems: "While I agree with p'Bitek's 

call for a cultural revolution, I sometimes feel that he is 

in danger of emphasizing culture as if it could be divorced 
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G-*' . 
from its political and economic basis ... Can we be ourselves 

/\ 
while our economic life is regulated by forces outside Africa?"--

Mor@ t ±&Pi ~ Andrew Gurr, echoing Ngt'i'g!' and quoting Frantz 

Fanon, has complained that Okot's diagnosis of social ills 

"does not go below the surface of the problem .. ~[tl is fussing / 

over the outworn garments of the past, not the teeming present . " 
wish ~aJ 1 

These critics waft't:- Okot -v-n probEf°more deeply into the body A r, /\ 

politic and exposithe sources '-;;fits sickness instead of 
/\ 

merely mocking the bizarre convulsions of a delirious, moribund 
>w.ve J f1,.0Jr'c..i~., 

society. They would like him to /',behav~ as a a - I H rather 

than .d-;;' clown. ~ 

Yet Okot's strident style of satiri~~singing has won him 
t.:./ 

a wider audience t han any prescriptive political propaganda 
MVI? ~'Ul - cy 

would ~likely to, and he --b.a.-5 achieved this immense 

popularity without pulling any of his punches. Indeed/his 
,eo.lirs 

four outspoken songs compel ~to listen to voices 
-1],e,v 
~would not ordinarily heed. Original in form, technique, 

and idea, these vivid lyrical soliloquy,.$ . captivate the 

imagination and provoke the intellect while advancing half-ironic 

arguments that radically challenge some ~basic cultural 

Onfl's 
assumptions. &ctr immediate reaction to such 

/\. J 
laugh in astonishment, but Okot haA a talent 

audacity may be to 
{)hf 

for forcing ~ to 

arli ,eader.s 
think as ~- laug~. He never let~ rest comfortably in 

mindless complacency. This mafiet-°him an unsettling writer, 

indeed a ~revolutionary artist, for his constant questioning 
r-eei: dtc ~ . )ll')QN, "I 

teaches Aentirely new ways of seeing ~elves and others. 

By singing comically and occasionally off-key, he dr~wr 
..fhar 

attention to serious social disharmonies wMcli require adjustment 
/\ was 

and correction. He A writing not me r e ly to amuse but to 



instruct and guide his people. He 

African literature must have "deep 

..-····.:~ 

once(saythat a 

hurna~oots" and 

truly 

deal 

,.honestly and truthfully with the problems of the human situation." 

Okot p'Bitek
1
who spent his life striving to produce this kind of 

literature, deserves recognition as one of Africa's major 

cr~~i ve t_ale~:~ ·--- ~~~~h he rema~~,~~\
04t,.~~~e ~lune 

~h~ articulated important ideas about .. ;~itu.re··· ·a'na.-· identity 

that still have relevance in ~friGa-,.,t~.a-ai, Okot may have been 

a clown)but he was a serious clown, the kind whose antics 

provoke wholesome, regenerative 1 laughter. 
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